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It was Saturday, 5 January 1811. Captain Heywood and the *Nereus* had made Tristan da Cunha the previous afternoon, wearing ‘abreast of a waterfall’ on the north of the island and sending crews ashore for ‘sea elephants’ with which, the captain reported, the ‘island abounds’. Some men strayed into the hills and reported back ‘wild hogs & goats’, but most stuck to the black sand beach they had landed on, just east of the cascade, where a stone point admirably protected them from the ‘swell & surf’ of the sea. Heywood walked the shore, his men skinning kills. On the eastern end of the cove, landing parties found signs of habitation: a freshwater well, a ‘hut’, ‘rudely built’, of which ‘little but part of the walls now remained’, ‘several empty casks, & two or three copper bottles’. Heywood surveyed the detritus: ‘Americans’, he thought. It merited a letter to Brazil.¹

The Americans returned the next day. They came in the *Baltic*, bound for Gough’s Island to retrieve a sealing party left the previous year. En route, three Americans landed to be, as Heywood explained, ‘settlers’. Heywood’s second lieutenant gave them ‘all the assistance of his [own] boats crew to land the provisions and stock they had brought with them’. One claimed to have been ‘some months on the island before & collected much oil’ and was the ‘owner of the hut, casks & bottles’ on the beach. He brimmed with enthusiasm for his settlement. He talked of goats and hogs in the interior, the ‘most delicious flavor’ of the fish, caught from rocks with nothing more than a ‘common wicker basket’, and seemed so assured of the inevitable progress of his future colony that Heywood thought he seemed like a beatitude, taking, as best the captain could remember the verse, ‘no thought for the morrow about what he should eat or drink or wherewithal he should be clothed’. [Matthew 6:31] Well Heywood may have wondered how the American would find these things. And yet Heywood did not think him, as the verse might suggest, unconcerned with worldly affairs; indeed, the American had come to the island for very
worldly reasons. Heywood thought him ‘industrious & persevering’ and imagined that after a few years’ collection of seal oil, he would have enough to ‘return home with a competence at least’. The captain romanticized the business, as a seaman far from home might: ‘by labor & fatigue & under circumstances of peculiar privation’ the American would ‘doubly enjoy & value’ his store of funds back ‘in the society of his family & friends’.2

The American was Jonathan Lambert, seaman. Born in 1772, he was in 1811 fast approaching 40 and might have felt weary of life at sea at an age when captains repaired to life on land. Lambert’s father had sailed the South Atlantic, and Lambert himself had sighted Tristan previously.3 It is unclear when he first landed there—he later recollected released a goat on the island in 1805—but in any event the island’s prospects were fast increasing.4 By the start of 1811 the major southern ports between the Atlantic and Indian Oceans—Rio de Janeiro, Cape Town, St. Helena, and Mauritius—were in British hands or guarded by British ships, and the United States and Britain were on increasingly bad terms. Americans needed a station to Asia free from British influence.5 This was Lambert’s plan for Tristan. The Boston Gazette reported his departure in August 1810, and the news spread along the America seaboard.6 The article—perhaps Lambert’s or an acquaintance’s—declared his purpose as ‘supplying all ships outward bound to the Cape Good Hope, and E. Indies’.

In Brazil, en route to Tristan, Lambert talked of Tristan further. The American consul in Rio de Janeiro contributed ‘coffee tree’ and sugar cane seedlings and various seeds. From there Captain Lovel, who had brought Lambert from Salem, Massachusetts, carried Lambert, his supplies, and two other men to Tristan da Cunha, where Heywood and the Nereus met them. They arrived 6 January 1811.7
Lambert’s settlement endured in one form or another until a British force conquered the island in 1816. The conquest was part of a larger effort to garrison the South Atlantic against any attempt to free Napoleon Bonaparte from St. Helena. Tristan’s subsequent absorption into the British Empire obscured its first years of settlement, the first American years of its history. For before Tristan became part of the British Empire it was part of the American Atlantic. Transfers between Britain and the United States were not uncommon, but the influence of one is often overlooked where the other prevailed. The American presence on Tristan and the island’s transition to British rule reveal much about the early-nineteenth-century empire and the ways Americans continued to shape the British Atlantic after American Independence. This is not at first apparent, for the Anglo-centric perspective of many records and the deliberate distortions by British authors have turned the first years of Tristan to myth. Lambert’s settlement presented a significant challenge for British officials, since Lambert claimed Tristan with ‘ceremonies of possession’, as Patricia Seed calls them, recognizable to Britons and Americans alike. In order to obscure U.S. interest in the island, British officials thus appropriated Lambert and his settlement as ‘British’. Thus by obscuring the counterparty’s claim, Britain could take Tristan without risking a dispute. New British and American archival evidence and a re-reading of known documents brings to light Tristan’s American years and the solipsistic imposition of British claims: Tristan was not contested because in taking Tristan British officials made it appear that there was nothing to contest.  

*First Settlement*

Tristan da Cunha is a tiny, wind-swept island in the South Atlantic. It covers 30 square miles, most occupied by a 6000-foot volcano. A small plain to the northwest, two square miles in size, provides the only flat land. It is within the latitudes of the ‘roaring forties’, the westerly
winds that carry ships around Africa to Asia. It is also remote; the nearest mainland, Cape of Good Hope, is 1,700 miles away.

Jonathan Lambert and his two men, Thomas Currie and another man known to us only as ‘Williams’, found Tristan uninhabited. The British, Dutch, French and Portuguese had each considered settling Tristan but preferred bases elsewhere. All that was left of their wanderings were some wild boars and goats, released on the island for fresh meat, and two oil casks from the camp of an earlier expedition for ‘sea elephants’. Tristan had a modest natural harbor and plenty of fresh water, but it was small; the two-square-mile plain was expected to support only thirty families.

At the end of January 1811, not a month after Lambert’s arrival, the British merchant brig Charles reached Tristan. Benjamin Seaver, its American captain, worked the Rio-Cape route. Seaver had heard of Lambert’s plan in Brazil; Lambert appears to have talked about Tristan to whomever would listen, and such an outlandish undertaking no doubt made good conversation. So, short of ‘good Water’ and long on curiosity, Seaver sent out a boat and crew. They soon found Lambert along ‘with two other men’, on shore.

Seaver followed; the settlement charmed him. Lambert was probably pleased to show off his new home, which, he told Seaver, was to be known as the ‘Isle of Refreshment’. Since their arrival Lambert, Currie and Williams had ‘cleared for a Garden’ a ‘spot of Ground’ a ‘full two Acres’ in size, all ‘laid out in neat Beds, with Radish and Cabbage plants growing in great luxuriance’. The little plants poked up ‘more than an inch above the surface’. ‘Indian corn, potatoes, and the pumpkin vine, with the water and musk-melon’ also grew there, no doubt thriving on the unspoilt topsoil, which, when turned up with a spade, ‘appeared full two feet deep’.
‘Not three fathoms’ away, Seaver found ‘a large run of Water’ that trickled down the mount, ‘meandering towards the Sea, then falling abruptly about fifty feet’ onto a ‘shingly Beach, presenting the most beautiful Cascade’. With a long hose and a launch to bring the water into the harbor, Seaver thought that ‘any Vessel might be watered’.15

Seaver left and Captain Lovel returned from Gough’s Island around the 4th of February. He found they had cleared fifty acres of land–probably by burning off brush–’and planted various kinds of seeds’ in part of it. They also planted the ‘coffee tree’ and sugar cane, which, along with some of the seeds all ‘looked very promising’.16

Lambert’s Claim

On 4 February 1811, with Lovel’s vessel anchored off shore, Jonathan Lambert formally declared ‘absolute possession of the Island of Tristan da Cunha ... solely for myself and my Heirs forever’. ‘And as no European powers whatever had hitherto publicly claimed the said Islands, by right of discovery, or of possession ... I constitute my individual self the sole proprietor’ of the isle. Lambert signed the document and had Andrew Millet–another Massachusetts seaman who had joined him, Williams and Currie on the island–sign and witness it before sending copies abroad. Lambert’s declaration appeared in the Boston Gazette in July 1811.17 Copies and summaries appeared in scores of American newspapers.18

Lambert’s claim to Tristan has been discarded, scoffed and jeered at for its ‘eccentricity’, even by sympathetic readers. This is understandable, but wild as it seems, Lambert’s claim was real. Tristan had been unsettled. Though ships had stopped there previously, and sealing crews had resided there for a season, none had made Tristan their home. There were no prior claims to own the land, and no state asserted sovereignty over it. With no state affiliation, there was no formal apparatus to claim or decide ownership. There were no titles, no deeds, and no land court
such as Lambert’s home state of Massachusetts had, where a deed or title might be registered. Tristan was *terra nullius*, empty land. And in such cases, jurisdiction fell to the first occupant–Lambert. To claim ownership is not to own outright, but Lambert settled and improved the land, made a written claim, had it witnessed, and saw it broadly published thereby giving notice (a notice sufficient to attract British attention). It is hard to imagine how he could have made a more-formal claim. British claims in the New World were often based on *terra nullius* arguments, as Anthony Pagden, Lauren Benton and others have demonstrated. Tristan provided a twist to the standard *terra nullius* argument. On the American mainland *terra nullius* had been used to justify Britain’s presence against Spain’s papal grant and Native American occupancy. But on Tristan there was no Spanish claim nor Native presence. The island was *terra nullius* in a way North America was not. It was also *terra nullius* in a way Britons and Americans could both recognize, for Lambert had claimed Tristan the only way any American knew how—the British way—by settling and improving it. This distinguished Anglo-American sovereignty disputes from Anglo-Spanish ones. Lambert’s settling and improvement were certainly greater than, John Byron’s, who in 1765 had claimed the Falklands for Britain by planting ‘a garden’ and then promptly left. (A party intending more-permanent settlement arrived subsequently but dated its claim to Byron’s ‘garden’.) If Britain considered a cursory garden basis for its claim to one set of South Atlantic islands, what was to prevent British law from recognizing another gardener’s claim to Tristan? The British settlement in the Falklands did not last—the Spanish forcibly evicted the British settlers in 1770, occasioning a major diplomatic dispute—and this was another way the British experiences in the Falklands and Tristan were linked: it became readily apparent that such islands, however fine on a map, were not worth war in Europe. And so Britain took Tristan, unlike how Spain took the Falklands, without the counterparty realizing there was anything to
dispute. Though it appeared odd to later readers, contemporary Britons did not doubt Lambert’s claim, instead they ask for what nation Lambert claimed Tristan, a query predicated upon the claim’s validity.19

Naming manifested possession, and Lambert named what he possessed. He renamed the island group and the main island the ‘Islands of Refreshment’, the dependency Inaccessible, Printard; and its other dependency, Nightingale, Lovel, after the Captain who had brought him there.20

Later writers later claimed Lambert also assumed sovereignty over the islands. Lambert became the ‘toy king’ of Tristan, its emperor, and a ‘mini Napoleon at heart’.21 The most authoritative scholar on the subject, E. H. Fairbrother, found it quite ‘amusing’.22 Charles Dickens claimed in an ostensibly non-fiction piece in his magazine, All the Year Round, that Lambert had ‘invested himself with the sovereignty’ of the island and taken the title a ‘Prince of Tristan d’Acunha, and Lord of Nightingale and Inaccessible Islands’. But Lambert claimed no such titles—in any case, if he had, he would have called himself ‘Prince of the Islands of Refreshment’, not ‘Prince of Tristan d’Acunha’. Still, for Dickens and other imaginative souls the proclamation of ‘Prince Jonathan’, marked the ‘commencement of his reign’.23

Such epithets are amusing, but they obscure a larger truth. Lambert never claimed a kingdom for himself, but his declaration suggested a sovereignty claim of some kind. By asserting that ‘no European powers whatever had hitherto publicly claimed the said Islands, by right of discovery, or of possession’, he cleared the way for a claim himself; his further declaring ‘myself and my people’ bound by ‘the laws of nations ... and by no other laws whatever’;24 would seem to preclude the laws of the United States, of which Lambert was a citizen. This was not unreasonable; no U.S. legislature claimed jurisdiction over the island. Lambert may well
have considered himself independent: he sewed a flag for his dominion and announced it to the world, so that it ‘shall forever be the known and acknowledged Flag of these Islands’. The flag, sewn of red, white and blue pieces of waxed burlap, survives. The colors, not those of which sacs or clothes were usually made, suggest Lambert brought the cloth to Tristan for a flag. [See figure 1] A flag was no small sacrifice; cloth was scarce on Tristan, and the cloth would have made fine patches for Lambert’s and his companions’ increasingly tattered clothes. Lambert also established a second flag, white, for the ‘merchant Service, which may now or hereafter belong to any inhabitants of these islands’, which does not survive. Still if Lambert considered his domain sovereign, he never declared it so, and flags do not always equate to states. Given how clearly he claimed ownership, it is striking that Lambert did not claim sovereignty more overtly. He did not, for example, issue a declaration of independence. Nor did he appointment himself ‘king’, ‘prince’, ‘emperor’, or anything of the sort. The three men on the Island of Refreshment were never legally independent, not least because no government ever recognized the Islands of Refreshment.
Figure 1
Since neither the United States nor Britain nor considered Tristan independent, Lambert’s claim to own the islands also formed the basis for a U.S. sovereignty claim over them. Along with their shared principle of *terra nullius*, both the United States and Britain considered that in such cases jurisdiction, and hence potential sovereignty, went with the first occupant. This potential U.S. claim was the often unspoken concern animating British officials. U.S. citizens’ occupation, use of, and claim to land were reasons enough for the U.S. government to assert sovereignty elsewhere. In the end, Lambert’s domain was occupied by British arms, yet before 1816 British officials were unsure how to parse Lambert’s claim. Between 1811 and 1816, British officials made numerous, conflicting attempts to claim rule over the Islands of Refreshment, not by undermining the validity of Lambert’s claim, but insinuating that that claim was on behalf of Britain.

The British conquest squelched the possibility of U.S. sovereignty but did nothing to alter the validity of Lambert’s claim to ownership. This claim has never been tested in court since no inheritor of the claim has known of it. Under British law, ‘continuity theory’ provided that pre-conquest legal institutions be retained. Landholding rights were retained as well, provided a landholder could present documentary proof of possession under the previous regime or that the land be occupied and improved, that is that there be building erected or fields maintained. Such was the land policy applied to colonies as diverse as New Amsterdam and Hong Kong Island.30 This is not always readily apparent, for the Crown in theory owns all British lands. In colonies with improvements to land which British culture could recognize (which often excluded Native American land use), British administrators applied a system of deeded land ownership, either providing for nominal leases and de facto ownership through quit-rents or granting outright freeholds. When the British arrived in 1816 Lambert’s stone hut remained and the fields were
still tilled. Though Lambert died before the British arrived, other settlers stayed on, maintaining continuous occupation. None of them asserted ownership of the land, but they continued to improve and maintain the land and the hut–acts recognized by Britons as signs of possession.\textsuperscript{31} Lambert’s claim to own Tristan passed to his unknowing heirs, who may retain a claim to freehold or quit-rent ownership of the island or compensation from the British government in lieu thereof.\textsuperscript{32}

\textit{Lambert’s Plan for Tristan}

Lambert saw the settlement as a business. He intended to pay the ‘strictest attention to Husbandry’ and encouraged vessels to stop to ‘supply themselves with those articles of which they may be in need’ ‘by a fair and open traffic’. They could ‘call at Reception’–‘the landing place on the north side a little to the East of the Cascade’–and a boat would tender to them.\textsuperscript{33} For Lambert, Tristan was a good living, though hardly an illustrious one. His father had been a small-time captain in Salem, whose trade with Cape Town soured after the 1795 British conquest. Correspondents there complained that, due to British restrictions, they could not purchase ‘articles much wanted in this Colony’ from him.\textsuperscript{34} It is unclear whether Jonathan even received any inheritance when his father died in 1804. In any case he was certainly not a man of means, for he was desperate enough to leave his wife, Mary, in Salem for his trip to Tristan. In his proclamation, Lambert declared the ‘cause’ for his going there was his ‘desire and determination of preparing for myself and family, a House where I can enjoy life without the embarrassments which have hitherto constantly attended me, and procure for us an interest and property, by means of which a competence’, which would be ‘far removed beyond the reach of chicanery and ordinary misfortune’.\textsuperscript{35} Perhaps this was rumination upon losing out in his inheritance or upon his general lot in life. Lambert seems to have expected that he would return
to Salem. Indeed, to one interlocutor Lambert explained his desire simply to ‘obtain property sufficient to return with comfort, to my home’.36

Yet Lambert lacked official U.S. sanction or any means of defense, and it is hard to imagine the U.S. government being able or willing to help. One American naval captain had laid claimed to Nuku Hiva in the Marquesas, but the U.S. government, preferring expansion closer to hand, did not pursue the claim. In 1816 the Admiralty noted a paper ‘in a Glass Bottle buried on the Island of Nooahuvah’, ‘being a Proclamation of the American Captain Porter taking possession of the said Island’.37 One imagines the U.S. government, had it known of its potential claim on Tristan, would have been equally uninterested.

*Projecting British Claims to Tristan*

On 9 February 1811 Seaver reached Cape Town. There he sought out Governor Caledon and began shaping the story of Tristan toward his own and—though an American citizen–British ends. After seeing the governor Seaver wrote three letters: to the governor; to Rear Admiral Stopford, commanding British naval forces at the Cape; and to John Pringle, East India Company agent at the Cape.38 In his letter to the governor he described ‘what may be done towards the settlement of the large island’ ‘[i]n compliance with your Lordship’s request’. Seaver had designated himself Lambert’s spokesman at the Cape, explaining that

Mr. Lambert expressed to me his desire that I would communicate to your Lordship that he set out with views he trusted would be considered by the British Government and the honourable East India Company laudable, and deserving their protection and assistance .... And whenever the sanction of the British Government, he then would most solemnly declare himself allied to that government; and by permission display the British flag on the island, reserving to himself always the governorship, provided an equivalent could not be agreed upon.39

This contradicted Lambert’s desire not to be governed by anyone, and his decision to fly his own flag rather than the Union Jack and to submit only to the ‘laws of nations’ and ‘no other laws whatever’: that is, his expressed desire that the colony at Tristan not be British. If Lambert had
wished to incorporate Tristan within the Cape Colony and the British Empire, he could have written the governor himself. He did not. As for ‘reserving to himself always the governorship’, these, as the rest, were Seaver’s words, not Lambert’s, and they sound rather like Dickens’s apocryphal Prince John story. Seaver alone indicates Lambert ever asked or considered Seaver to be his spokesman or associate. Indeed, Lambert may well have been wary of Seaver. His proclamation—his word announced to the world—preempted what usurpers or latecomers might say on his behalf. And Lambert issued it, as best can be dated, just after Seaver left.

On 2 March Seaver wrote Admiral Stopford, conveying much the same message as to the governor. He claimed Lambert sought British ‘protection and assistance’ and ‘that he would declare himself allied and a subject to His Britannic Majesty, and by permission would display the British Flag on the Island’. He also discussed, ominously for Lambert, the various anchorages and defensive points about the island. On the 4th Seaver wrote John Pringle. Pringle found ‘the whole narrative’ ‘interesting’, but little more and enclosed a copy in his report to London the following day. The island, he noted, was well positioned for ‘watering & refreshing’ outbound ships. But the Company already used St. Helena and the Cape for that.

Of the three recipients, the admiral was most interested. Stopford sought additional details from Captain Warren, President, whom he ordered to Tristan to verify Lambert’s intentions directly and to assess the island’s naval value. Pringle found Warren’s information ‘very much to be depen[ded] upon’—perhaps in implicit contrast to Seaver’s. According to Pringle, Warren thought Tristan worth taking ‘before any other nation seizes it’. Vessels not wishing to touch at the Cape—American or perhaps French—’would be sure of obta[ining] excellent water in abundance and without any difficulty or delay—vegetables also would soon be plentiful and fruit with variety of other refreshments in a short time’. Pringle reported that
Warren found several small plains ‘very fit for cultivation’ on the island, all quite small, ‘divided from each other by perpendicular Cliffs and only accessible by Boats’. Pringle therefore recommended that 20 or 30 men be sent to the main plain on the north shore of the island, and that a ‘Meutello Tower’ be built to defend the settlement from assault. Warren followed up on the idea of additional settlers that December, asking after the possibility of white settlers—Lambert replied that he could take ‘8 or 10 industrious families’—and separately after the possibility of ‘Negroes’—to which Lambert replied he could take 20 men, women and children. (It is unclear whether Warren meant free Africans or slaves.) Yet despite Seaver’s letter and whatever additional information was available that March, Admiral Stopford took no action to capture, settle, or establish a tower upon the island but instead asked the Admiralty for further instructions.

Pringle also suggested that the settlement was already British, attributing to Warren the false claim that Lambert was born Scottish and could therefore ‘give no claim to the United States of America of which he calls himself a citizen’. Lambert was born in Massachusetts, a descendant of over 100 years of Salemites. But the point was true enough from the British perspective, since Britain did not recognize the right to alienate allegiance to the Crown. One had to be born in the United States after American independence not to be a British subject in Crown eyes. Those born in the American colonies under British rule were never recognized by the British government as U.S. citizens only—and perhaps not even then—though the U.S. government considered them to be so. This was the root of many British impressment claims during the early 1800s and abetted the creeping sense of American illegitimacy in British minds which became a source of British revanchism in 1812.
Thus within months of Lambert’s first settlement two bases—both false—for a British claim to Tristan emerged: Seaver claimed Lambert wished to become a British subject, and Pringle claimed on Warren’s behalf, rather contradictorily, that Lambert already was one. If Lambert or the other settlers on Tristan could be made British, however fictively, Britain might assert a claim to the island which would be legitimate in its own courts, Lambert’s manifesto notwithstanding. Stopford’s letter to the Admiralty and the policy which resulted were based on the premise that Lambert could be considered under British aegis.

The Seaver Effect

Unfortunately for the Admiralty, Seaver was not a reliable source of information. Seaver tried various means to make a living in Cape Town, promoting Tristan was only one. At first Seaver’s schemes seemed worth patronizing, but the more money Seaver requested, the less forthcoming the Cape government became, until Seaver and his plans for Tristan lost all credit with the Cape government. His letter to the Governor—’in the name of Mr. Lambert’—requested money, supplies and a vessel to ferry colonists to the island, or as he explained later, ‘for some little assistance, that I might be enabled to return to the Island, as my private means are not sufficient’. Seaver had been carrying mules to the Cape but the vessel ‘broke up’ leaving him on land, probably unpaid. Soon he commanded the Charles and brought back a cargo of ‘tobacco, sugar, and tar’. This was hardly a high-value cargo; when the Charles left the Cape again in 1811, Seaver stayed behind.

Seaver had brought ‘vaccine matter’ on the Charles as well. For this he received a bounty, but in May 1811 he petitioned for more money—the vaccine, he claimed, was expensive—and he expected he ‘would be amply remunerated’ for his charity. It was odd for a captain to take a loss for charity’s sake and then expect to be paid for it, but the governor gave him
another 100 rixdollars. Seaver petitioned for more. Considering ‘him amply remunerated’, the governor turned him down.

Seaver then returned to his project for Tristan, where he proposed moving with the *Endeavor*, a nine-ton sloop he commanded and probably owned. On 3 September he informed the governor he planned to take ‘such seeds and plants with other necessaries as may be possible to be put on board so small a vessel, for the purpose of forming an establishment, on the said Island to refresh, and succor any Vessels which may occasionally pass in that track of sea’. He asked to be ‘allowed to carry such persons from this Colony, as may voluntarily embark’. It is unclear what his relationship was to be with Lambert’s party. Seaver seems to have meant the *Endeavour* as a tender for the island, though it is difficult to see how such a small sloop could survive the South Atlantic swells.

On 6 September a new governor took over at the Cape and acted quickly upon Seaver’s letter. Replying to Stopford, the Admiralty had ordered forces at the Cape to ‘afford the Persons already settled on that Island, any Protection or Encouragement which might be within [their] power’. Thus Seaver’s assumption that British influence would be welcome on Tristan begat that influence. And with naval forces at the Cape too few to establish a permanent presence off Tristan, Seaver became the means for Britain to assert itself on Tristan cheaply. Governor Craddock immediately granted Seaver’s request, provided Seaver’s settlers take out passports from the Cape before leaving.

But money trouble kept Seaver at the Cape. He had bought supplies for Tristan but had no means to pay. On the point of leaving he was arrested for debt, and his vessel and supplies were seized. The ensuing suit, counter-suit and appeal tied up Seaver and his supplies for months. Such legal troubles, he explained to the governor, ‘must in all probability defeat’ his
plans for Tristan. He would need another 1000 rix dollars.\textsuperscript{59} The governor demurred, but took care the case be resolved quickly, lest Seaver’s plans for Tristan ‘be defeated by Delay’.\textsuperscript{60} By the end of 1811 Seaver watched the ‘few hands’ who were willing to come with him on this ‘Speculation’,\textsuperscript{61} ‘artificers’\textsuperscript{62} and ‘handicraft men’,\textsuperscript{63} ‘leaving him daily being wearied out hourly [by] disappointment’.\textsuperscript{64} Court costs ate up his funds, and his vessel was ‘perishing from the heat of the sun & worms’.\textsuperscript{65} He took out a salt license and shipped salt to the Cape while his case was pending appeal, but in the end he lost both the appeal and the \textit{Endeavour}, which broke up soon after he lost the case.\textsuperscript{66} Finding no artificers or handymen willing to go, he sought out ‘Free Banditti or convicted Slaves’. But he could not find any willing slaves or convicts, or at least no masters willing to release them.\textsuperscript{67} Broke, he asked for more vaccine money. The governor’s secretary declined.\textsuperscript{68}

With war between Britain and the United States looming, Seaver next sought to give up his nationality, hoping to relinquish U.S. citizenship rather than be caught at the Cape or Tristan as an American. He asked to become a British subject and a burgher of the Cape to further his work with his ‘Associate’ Lambert on Tristan, where he now planned not only to farm but hunt whales.\textsuperscript{69} He failed in this, too, and was last heard from at the Cape procuring asses for the government before making Brazil.\textsuperscript{70}

In South America Seaver’s name fell further. He appeared in Rio de Janeiro in December 1812 ‘with a letter of recommendation’ from the Cape–written, perhaps, to get rid of him–and, according to the British ambassador there, a plan for ‘colonizing the Isle of Tristão da Cunha, and to have come here for the purpose of procuring Vessels and Stores’. Seaver referred to Lambert as his ‘Partner or Coadjuter’. But the ambassador was wary. Another Briton in town,
‘possessing a strong Claim to belief from Character and Good Conduct’, ‘assured’ him Seaver had been ‘concerned in divers Acts of piracy’ in the Pacific.  

Perhaps to keep ahead of such rumors, Seaver went to Buenos Aires, then in the midst of a war between Spanish and revolutionary forces. He persuaded Captain Bowles, Aquilon, to give him a passport to the army ‘before Monte Video’, a letter to the commanding Spanish general, and a ‘Flag of Truce’ to send it over. When Bowles doubted ‘his National Character’, Seaver swore, ‘in the most formal manner, that he was both by birth and Principles a Subject of His Britannic Majesty’–he was not–and ‘proposed … to take the Oath of Allegiance again in my presence’. Bowles relented, and Seaver crossed to Montevideo where he captured two vessels and made a ‘similar attempt’ several others. Dragging Britain into such ‘Piratical Proceedings’, as one clerk called it, hardly helped Ambassador Strangford, then negotiating between the Spanish and the revolutionaries. To him Seaver’s actions ‘amply confirmed’ an ‘unfavorable Judgment’ of Seaver and revealed the ‘Settlement of Tristan da Cunha has been a mere pretence’. No one connected with Tristan merited the ‘Favour or Protection of His Majesty’s Government’.  
The ‘order for aid + protection to Seaver’ was subsequently rescinded, and inquiries begun into whether ‘any more decisive steps should be taken by H. M. Naval forces against this person’. Bowles cursed the raiders that swarmed Rio de la Plata for ‘the great value of the Merchant Ships trading’ there, ‘a set of adventurers whose only object is gain’. Such men, he explained, represented ‘themselves as Englishmen or Americans as their interest dictates’. For Strangford, the association with Seaver poisoned Lambert’s reputation as well; but we might me more charitable: it was on Seaver’s word alone that Lambert and Seaver had any ‘association’ at all.
People and colonies did not shift fluidly from British to American and back again. But, as Bowles noted, in the early nineteenth century claims about them did. Thus sailors stated they were British or American depending on who asked. The result—Britons absconding from naval duty on American vessels and Americans impressed into British naval service—had little to do with one’s actual nationality. Likewise, even though Tristan was not British in any meaningful way before 1816, government policy operated on the assumption that it and Lambert were. Seaver ‘pressed’ Tristan into imperial service. Impressment created its own reality—one was made a British seaman, whether one had been British before or not—and so Seaver’s ‘impressment’ of Lambert and Tristan created an official reality of its own. Historians of Tristan, aware of Seaver’s initial efforts in Cape Town have accepted that reality. But they have been unaware of the Admiralty’s subsequent disavowal of Seaver. The disavowal had consequences: if Seaver’s claims could not be trusted, Lambert’s settlement could no longer be considered British. This was fine if the Admiralty wished to withdraw ‘aid + protection’, but were His Majesty’s ships to return, they would need some other way to make Lambert’s settlement British, lest his claim have been staked for another power.

*The Settlement in Full*

Captain Warren’s questions for Lambert (Warren reached Tristan in December 1811) reflected the British interest in the island which Seaver’s intimations—then believed—fostered. Warren asked after winds, timber, anchorages—objects that would determine whether Tristan could be a viable outpost. Yet in his questions—Warren listed 44—he did not ask Lambert’s nationality or under what government Lambert fell. Perhaps he assumed, from Seaver, that Lambert’s presence made Tristan British—or perhaps he knew not to ask too closely.75
Nevertheless, Warren’s interview and other sources shed light on Lambert’s own ideas for Tristan.

The Salem Gazette printed a letter purportedly written by Lambert to his brother during Warren’s visit. The letter is of unknown provenance, and several details mentioned in the letter vary from other, more reliable accounts. Yet in it Lambert noted Warren’s vessel and gave a reasonably accurate assessment of Warren’s mission to learn ‘the nature of my situation, and history of the Island’, though this was no great secret. The letter indicated the ‘English Government’ was sending twenty settlers to assist Lambert on Tristan—perhaps a reference to the ‘industrious families’ or ‘Negroes’ Warren has asked about. In this account Lambert found Warren’s officers sanguine about their country’s ability to ‘send me some real assistance’, though in the end only token aid, and no score of settlers, was forthcoming. Neither to his brother nor to Warren did Lambert suggest he relinquished control or ownership over the island.

Warren found an enduring settlement in Tristan. The situation was more secure; the first plantings on the five-acre plot the settlers cleared had largely prospered. Potatoes were to be the staple; there was half an acre in when Warren arrived, the second crop. These were ‘the Produce of only 12, saved from my original Stock’, Lambert explained, the rest he had lost landing. He hoped to get 60 to 80 bushels out by fall, replanting half the next spring with ‘an acre of Barley’. There were ‘small Patches’ of various other grains: barley, wheat, and oats along with buckwheat, turnips, vegetables and clover. The settlers ate turnips, their bread long since run-out, until the potatoes came in. Melons failed, but then again it was not cold enough to freeze, and the weather stood at a medium perfect for most crops they knew.

Their homes were humble, three ‘Jaaçkstraw’s’ huts, thatched with ‘Reed grass’ and walled with fieldstone, with dirt a floor, and, one imagines, waddle mortar, since there was no
lime. It was barely enough to keep their heads dry in the rainy months, though perhaps not even then: Lambert kept a mat of skins for inclement weather, too. Poor though he was, Lambert had clearly settled and improved the land.

The mountain was covered with brush, much ‘the size of an apple-tree’, cleared by fire or by collecting firewood. The men captured pigs from the island’s feral population, taming them. They maimed some with gunshot, others they ‘knocked down’, probably with clubs. They took to taming well and ‘come from the Bush, when I call them’, Lambert explained, ‘and eat out of my hand’. There were domesticated pigs, brought over from the mainland, but their offspring had a hard time, and the sow’s first litter was found ‘dead under a bush’. Three from the second lived, subsisting on dandelions, as the formerly wild ones did, though these latter also foraged off ‘strawberry leaved’ geraniums, supplemented with fortnightly ‘sea elephant’ ‘to keep them in heart’. A few wild goats continued to roam about. Lambert fantasized about acquiring sheep, goats and rabbit ‘to stock the island with game’. To Warren, he suggested importing asses.

The men also caught birds: ‘black-cocks’, by the hundreds with the help of a dog, ‘very fat and delicate’ in the fall. ‘[A]llbatross, mollahs, petrels, sea-hens &c’ orbited their mountain and stood to make fine feathers—a tradable good—were the men not too busy farming. Such birds were not hard to get. Captain Heywood found the sealers on Gough’s Island attracted ‘large flocks’ ‘by lighting a fire in the night some where up in the hills’ and knocking them down ‘with sticks’. Lambert’s party also bred fowl, and he aimed for 50 ‘breeding geese’ to sell to passing ships. They bred ‘Dunghill fowl’ and ducks; fish guts had choked their turkeys and most of their ducks the previous winter. They also had one cock, two hens and some half-grown chicks.

And of course the islanders ate fish. They fished from the rocks, sheltered from the waves by the thick kelp reef ringing the shore. On calm days, they hove off ‘on a kind of raft of six
pieces’ and took ‘many sheephead crayfish, gramper, and large mackerel’, but wind and waves usually kept them on shore, where they used sea ‘elephant’ as a bait and brought in ‘Mackerel, Grouper, Perch & crawfish in immense quantities with hook and line’. ‘A boat would be victuals and drink to us’, Lambert wrote.86

Lambert began to consider sealing. He had made no great attempt to harvest seals yet, ‘not being in want of them’, and the settlers were busy in the early months, having neither time nor barrels for oil. They filled the 20 casks they had ‘found on the Island’. This amounted to 80 seals harvested in the year since landing, roughly 1000 gallons of oil. Time spent sealing could not be spent farming, but Lambert was willing to try any business that might answer.87 ‘Sea-elephants’, or elephant seals, pupped in August and September. Lambert counted a thousand born on the main island. Amidst their gardening and fishing duties, the settlers killed two a week, usually lancing them.

And now in December 1811 he proposed to another American, Captain John Briggs, ‘to join me in the business of making oil and skins on these islands’.88 This would be a considerable undertaking. Briggs was to send twelve workmen and a mason down to Tristan, along with his younger brother, and ‘a small fishing schooner of about 50 tons’, to harvest fish and seals, ‘two or three asses’ to haul ‘blubber and skins’ and coppers, boilers and assorted equipment to render fat to oil. Salt would be needed to cure skins, which he would sell along with the oil in Brazil. Lambert hoped the farm would feed the men, and asked Briggs to split the concern halfway, Briggs supplying capital, he supplying labor and direction, as he had ‘no money to advance’. Lambert estimated the total cost, with the men paid in shares, at $2,000.89 It was hardly outlandish: Captain Lovel of the Baltic, who had ferried Lambert out to Tristan in the first place–had been en route to pick up a sealing crew, and American and British crews regularly sealed in
the South Atlantic. Yet Lambert’s initial settlement was smaller than the sealers Lovel had left behind.

_The Death of Lambert_

A notice in U.S. newspapers announced Lambert’s success on the island. It was reprinted widely, announcing the little ‘plantation’ had ‘sufficient stock of pigs and all kinds of poultry, oil, wood, fish &c to supply vessels’ and offered supplies at a ‘more reasonable [price] than at any port this side the Cape Good Hope’. The notice, intimating that Lambert had ‘been nearly two years employed’ on the island, appeared in American papers in December 1812. That same month the _Repertory & General Advertiser_, a Boston newspaper, published Seaver’s letter to the governor at the Cape, written nearly two years earlier. The _Repertory_ got its copy from the _Calcutta Mirror_, which served the British in Bengal, indicating the breadth of interest in Tristan.

It was also published seven months after his death. For on 17 May 1812, Lambert and Williams set out in a fishing boat and drowned. News of Lambert’s death trickled out slowly. A notice did not appear in the _Dedham Gazette_ until 1814. The British governor of St. Helena, who had some interest in developments on Tristan, obtained a definitive account of Lambert’s death only in 1816. Thus a spate of newspaper articles about Lambert’s settlement on Tristan came out after he had died.

By the time news reached Salem Lambert’s wife had passed away, and so his brother asked Reverend William Bentley, Salem’s constant diarist, to pray for him. Bentley pondered the passing in his diary. ‘This is the bold adventurer that seized upon an Island in the Great Ocean & collected a few companions to inhabit it, & gave notice that he should supply all circumnavigators. He perished when fishing in his boat with some of his Companions. He was a
man of real genius & intrepidity. Nothing common would satisfy him & he had acquired all that
general knowledge which observation in Men & manners could supply. He had a ready tongue &
good pen, and enquiring mind & a power to know & possess what circumstances could give him,
at the instant they appeared. I knew him intimately well.’

Erasure of the Lambert Claim

Interest in Tristan atrophied until Bonaparte’s imprisonment on St. Helena. Then, when
Lieutenant William Milne proposed a ‘very useful’ albeit ‘small scale’ settlement on Ascension,
he emphasized its use in preventing an escape from St. Helena. Should a foreign agent—and ‘an
American is the best counterfeit of an Englishman’, Milne explained—attempt it, Ascension
would be an idea place to smuggle the French Emperor. The Admiralty sent Milne’s advice on to
George Cockburn, Napoleon’s escort to and first prison-keeper on St. Helena. Cockburn agreed
that ‘taking possession of Ascension’ would ‘prevent America or any other nation from planting
themselves there … for the purpose of favoring … escape from hence of General Bounaparte’.
Similar logic applied to Tristan.

Bonaparte’s imprisonment left a fair number of Navy lieutenants unemployed. Milne
soon found himself on land and, one imagines, with few prospects. So he proposed to settle
Tristan. He wrote of Lambert’s settlement, its facility for preventing Bonaparte’s escape and
supplying Britain’s Indiamen, and assured his readers it was ‘at present unoccupied’. He wrote of
the abundant fish—the President, he said, had served up ‘two pounds per man’ in ‘a few hours
with hooks and lines’. He raved of ‘most excellent vegetables … cultivated by an American,
named Lambert’ and skins ‘suitable for the China market and oil for England’, and of the
significance a British settlement on Tristan would have, asking to ‘take possession’ of Tristan for
himself and Britain. Milne’s settlement would check U.S. interests on the island. Americans,
thought Milne, would ‘no doubt try to rival Great Britain in the China Trade’. Milne thought this ‘Inducement to possess Tristan de Cunha to prevent other nations especially the Americans from’ using it, either for skins for ‘as a refreshing stage to India’. Milne effectively grasped Britain’s negative interest in the island; possession of Tristan was most valuable in that it denied the island to others–either as a means of escape or a ‘stage to India’.

Lord Bathurst ordered the naval force at the Cape to ‘take possession of the little island of Tristan da Cunha’ in late 1815 to prevent Bonaparte’s escape from St. Helena. However Bathurst was unsure who was on Tristan or what other states might claim the island, so he provided that if ‘the Forces of any other Nation … occupy the island as a National Possession, the British Commander is to abstain from any hostile Act’, and report to the Admiralty instead. Similar orders were given to the Captain of the vessel dispatched to take the island and the lieutenant in charge of the landing party as well as for the vessel sent to Ascension. Bathurst wanted to avoid confrontation with U.S. forces without further deliberation. Conflicts in the South Atlantic–such as on the Falklands in 1770-71–or further abroad–such as the Nootka Sound controversy–could occasion crises closer to home; the logic of ‘no peace beyond the line’ no longer applied, and Bathurst did not wish to add to Anglo-American territorial disputes if he could avoid it.

On 14 August 1816 Captain Festing, Falmouth, landed and took formal possession of Tristan da Cunha for Britain. Festing found two men on the island–Currie and a lad–who, he claimed, ‘appeared glad to place themselves under the protection of the British Flag’. Festing set a small garrison on the island and departed for the permanent occupation force at Cape Town. Festing appears to have been unwilling that the two men on Tristan stop his mission, and they did not appear to represent a governmental force. Festing returned with reinforcements on 28 November 1816. At this time he ‘found’ Jonathan Lambert’s flag, which he took.
Lambert’s and Williams’s death left Thomas Currie the sole original settler on the island. When Festing arrived, Currie suggested Lambert had absconded, noting he had rowed out ‘under pretense of fishing and collecting wreck’, and that Currie had ‘never heard of them since’.¹⁰¹ So began one of many rumors about Lambert’s demise. Other writers suggested more nefarious ends, but without proof. There is no evidence that Lambert did not die while fishing—the simplest conclusion—and the idea that Lambert drowned on Tristan was common knowledge or at least commonly assumed among British officers and men even before 1816.¹⁰²

Who was Currie? Later writers found him a cheat, someone who poked around the garrison’s tents drunk, looking for scraps and hinting at ‘buried treasure’. Legend embellished his tales. Some claimed he spent ‘handfuls of gold from some hidden store’ on drink at the garrison canteen, and a ‘handful’ of gold could buy an awful lot of drink. One version held that, primed with enough rum to reveal his hoard, he was on the verge of pointing it out when he died. But there was no treasure—why else would Currie beg at the garrison canteen, rather than leaving the island with his loot?¹⁰³ Later writers even claimed Lambert and Currie were pirates, landing upon their arrival ‘a big iron chest of loot, the plunder doubtless of many wild affrays upon the Spanish Main’.¹⁰⁴ (This meme may have originated in Seaver’s ‘Piratical Proceedings’, of which the British garrison was likely aware.) But it is hard to imagine wealthy pirates needed money for a sealing business. Indeed, Currie was destitute; asking the British commander for money, he claimed he ‘never received either money nor any other remuneration from Lambert for all my labour’.¹⁰⁵ Lambert had no money either—if he had, Currie could have paid himself—and Lambert probably offered Currie merely a share of the proceeds, as he had to Briggs. Indeed, Currie promised the lad on the island wages as well, and it is unclear where those wages were to come from. Currie was a down-and-out poor, alone and desperate enough to settle on an island in the
middle of nowhere under Lambert, a man who was hardly up-and-coming himself. And despite the opportunity of passing ships–half a dozen American warships touched at Tristan in just the first half of 1815–Currie never left, neither as seaman nor passenger, perhaps he preferred life on Tristan–at least there he could fill his belly.¹⁰⁶

Yet Currie had informed Festing that ‘Jonathan Lambert took possession of the three Islands of Tristan de Acunha in a formal manner.’¹⁰⁷ It was ‘formal’ at least in the sense that both Britons and Americans recognized it as such. Now, with Lambert’s flag in hand and backed by 40 officers and men, Festing had to deal with this formality, so he asked Currie to sign an affidavit that he had ‘never seen any Colours hoisted or displayed on this Island but those of His Britanic Majesty’.¹⁰⁸ (This contradicted Festing’s idea that the island was not British previously, implied in his description of the islanders ‘glad to place themselves under the protection of the British flag’ when he arrived.) Currie, poor, pliable and wretched, signed. The flag was not a claim of possession in its own right, but a label which explained in the name of what state Tristan had been claimed. And now, with British colors said to be there from the beginning, Lambert’s possession could be said to have always been British.

What followed was surrealist farce. Rear Admiral Malcolm forwarded Festing’s letters to the Admiralty. ‘Captain Festing of the Falmouth informs me’, that ‘the two men he found on that Island stated to him that they had never seen the American Flag displayed in it, and that an English Union Jack’–supposed left there by a British captain in 1813, but of which there is no direct evidence–was ‘hoisted to American Vessels of War’ during the War of 1812. This was an audacious proposition: ships kept several national flags as rouses of war, but Currie, in defiance of this custom, is supposed to have amused American crews with a Union Jack. Here the latent concern for the American flag–and a potential American sovereignty claim–outs. Festing ensured
he could not be accused of exceeding orders by offending a ‘national possession’, should the foreign office later receive a U.S. complaint. The weight Lambert’s claim to Tristan, based on his and his fellow settlers’ proclamation, improvement, and occupation, carried—especially with Seaver’s intermediation disregarded—necessitated this. Rather than ignore Lambert’s claim, which had a real basis in British law, the claim was simply made British, and Currie made to sign an affidavit that only the British flag—and hence only the British claim—had been there all along. The decision to record Currie’s testimony in a legally-binding manner rather than in a few notes is significant, suggesting a concern that this version of events withstand future scrutiny.¹⁰⁹

    Rear Admiral Malcolm substantiated this by enclosing Currie’s affidavit and then, oddly, Lambert’s flag. They lay hidden in the Admiralty’s files: a flag that did not exist, the proclamation explaining its intent, and the oath that it had never been flown, tucked away out of sight. Yet the Admiralty clerks spotted the discrepancy, underlining Festing’s note that ‘Jonathan Lambert took possession of the three Islands of Tristan de Acunha in a formal manner’—a point to which Currie was not compelled to swear in the affidavit—and sending a copy to Lord Bathurst to ‘call his attention to this point’.¹¹⁰ Bathurst’s response has not been found. Yet from subsequent actions his orders might be guessed: carry on, hoping the U.S. government did not notice. It worked.

    In one final (and unintentional) master-stroke, Lambert’s flag went on display in the Public Record Office museum. It was portrayed for much of the twentieth century as Dickens and Fairbrother interpreted it: an oddity, the darling flag and the incredible claim of an improbable man—which was true enough. But as an oddity it hid, unbeknownst to twentieth-century viewers, an American claim to Tristan and an American history of the island in plain sight.¹¹¹
The idea of a British imperial presence on Tristan before 1816 was based on two fictions. The first, Seaver’s, was disregarded by the Admiralty but remembered by historians, as Seaver’s letters became reprinted in newspapers worldwide while the Admiralty’s deprecation of his ‘Piratical Proceedings’ lay hidden in the Navy’s files. The second, that Lambert only flew the Union Jack, was equally false. The settlers likely flew whatever flag suited the occasion—British, American, or Lambert’s own—such flags only signified convenience. But as Festing himself noted, Lambert’s ownership rested on more than a piece of cloth; Lambert had claimed the land, cultivated it, established a continuous possession, and given notice: he had taken possession of Tristan ‘in a formal manner’.
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